
La Jolla Town Council   Sept. 10,2020 held on Zoom due to COVID 
 
Call to order and  Attendance:Chasan,Cole,Dagon, Forbes 
Hammond, Harris, Hunt, J,.Jones,R., Petterson, Rudolph, 
Absent: King.  Excused: Brennan,Pitrofsky, Jones,C.McGowan? 
Approval Minutes: 
Ratification of CPA consent agenda Postponed 
Approval Special Events:NONE 
President's Report 
Fire Safety Forum -moderator Tara Hammond 
Tara presented a timeline of the major firescapes that have become part of the fire History. 
Cedar Fire 2007, Witch Fire, Lilac Fire, 2017 Santa Rosa Fire.  
Fires and  Fire Season. A fire season relates directly to the heat load of the atmosphere, 
temperature, moisture content ( or lack thereof) and winds.Any part of the year can be 
considered a fire season in San Diego.  
This summer lightning strikes in August  created fires throughout California and have affected 
almost all of the state with ash and smoke. The health effects and atmospheric change from the 
burns will accumulate, 
Fire Department Battalion Chief, David Pilkerton.described the  wildlands fire  and pre fire plans 
that have been established.The highway 52 corridor, Marian Bear Park and Soledad slope are 
a focus. The wildland urban interface is the point of vulnerability for the La Jolla Community.The 
use of a public safety grid and the analysis of  factors- slope gradient, fuel load, wind and 
temp.allows for predictions and projections to aid in rescue and control.  
The Battalion Chief also described the mutual aid pact which can bring additional support for fire 
fighting including  Sikorsky helicopter, 2 air tankers out of Ramona and ability to dispatch from 
El Cajon to Encinitas.  
Evacuation Routes are dependent on the direction and velocity of any fire behavior.Reverse 911 
telephone calls will notify residents of evacuation routes and police will control and direct 
trafficUse major through roads AS DIRECTED- Cardeno, Mt Soledad, La Jolla Scenic, Nautilus, 
The Fire trajectory allows some prediction as to what canyons might be subject to fire blazes.  
Community Risk Reduction (CRR) 619-533-4444 can assist residents in prevention efforts such 
as weed control, brush management, creating  defensible space.  
Unified command has been created to fight fires successfully.  
Cody Petterson:Question - How do we advocate to get allocations to adapt to “ the new reality “ 
of a persistent fire season?  City Council, Cal Fire and Mayor’s office can work together. 
Citizens have few options or pressure points but can stay alert- Look out ,  Escape, and 
Establish a safety zone. Situational awareness. Little actions- smoke detectors- get fresh 
batteries, respect fire conditions Red Flag warnings - keep automobiles off brush lines, no spark 
machinery near grass and brush. October is Fire Safety Month.  
Beach Fires and behavior at  La Jolla Beaches and neighborhoods-Dorie De Franco,M. Cole J. 
Emerson,  
Brandon Brodiaus, San Diego Police Dept. Community Relations. Labor Day weekend brought 
crowds and associated problems. Police deployed  5 Beach teams , many warnings  and 



citations issued for Boating and boozing infractions. Some gang action in  3000 block Mission 
Beach Communities carry a heavy impact on holiday weekends. Health consequences of Fires 
and smoke from beach fires. Hot coals left  in the sand from poor disposal of ashes. 
Andi Andrea UCSD research on air pollution-from wood and charcoal.  Cardiovascular effects 
with small particulate matter. Especially affects elderly and children and convalescents (COVID 
19). An alternative fuel for bar b q is propane, which would reduce the side effects of bar b q.  
     Dorie DeFranco- reiterated the health consequences of small particulate smoke, described 
the crowds and congestion at Marine St Beach, neighborhood in the Barber Tract. She 
mentioned the ash that washes into the sand and remains to darken the beach and wood that 
can be washed out to become a hazard to surfer, swimmer and boaters. She cautioned home 
owners to be aware of embers that can rise on beach winds and be a hazard to wood shingles 
or patio furniture, The beach front homes have no buffer zone from fires. Current signs about 
safety and beach hours and fires are ignored by crowds. No signs warn about the health effects 
of the fires.The Police Budget  does not permit for more intense control. In accommodating 
beach visitors,there should be a way to protect local residents 
      Mike Cole mentioned the problems of litter disposal at the local beaches, with trash cans 
overflowing and no extra pick ups on holidays. Banning beach fires as has been suggested has 
a polarizing effect ,even within the neighborhood most affected. If any ban is to be effected it will 
have to be citywide. 
   Jane Emerson, La Jolla Shores Assoc.(LJSA) The LJSA has been working for months to find 
solutions not necessarily a ban on beach fires.  
   Melynda Merriweather- Beach bar bq’s are a strong tradition . We should continue the 
tradition Melynda noted that the City signs regarding fires do not indicate that a citizen can bring 
their own bar ba q or fire pit to the beach. Windan’sea  policed by Friends of Windan’Sea. 
Marine Street may need to self help. Form up a Beach Watch and trash patrol.. 
   John Leek-  Beach fires are protected by law,  section 63.20.5ccity ordinance allows the 
burning of paper and wood in a container. The law will have to be changed and will under go 
Coastal Commission review also. 
CPA items for review: Sept  
1821 Torrey Pines Rd (1802 Amalfi 1834 Amalfi ) street vacation Denied. Findings cannot be 
made 
8455 .El Paseo Grande demo & construct SFR: Findings cannot be made due to bulk and scale 
and cantilevered floor.  
7928 Ivanhoe approved parking space conversion to 15 minutes from 2 hours.  
7342 Remley for Demo and construct SFR  Findings can be made. 
 
Website Tools and Membership- www.lajollatowncouncil.org  Hot Topics find, agendas,etc. 
Meeting adjourned at p.m.  
Respectfully submitted,  
Gail Forbes 
Secretary , La Jolla Town Council 

http://www.lajollatowncouncil.org/

